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Abstract: A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is constructed with numerous
sensors over geographical regions. The basic challenge experienced while design-
ing WSN is in increasing the network lifetime and use of low energy. As sensor
nodes are resource constrained in nature, novel techniques are essential to
improve lifetime of nodes in WSN. Nodes energy is considered as an important
resource for sensor node which are battery powered based. In WSN, energy is
consumed mainly while data is being transferred among nodes in the network.
Several research works are carried out focusing on preserving energy of nodes
in the network and made network to live longer. Moreover, this network is threa-
tened by attacks like vampire attack where the network is loaded by fake traffic.
Here, Dual Encoding Recurrent Neural network (DERNNet) is proposed for
classifying the vampire nodes s node in the network. Moreover, the Grey Wolf
Optimization (GWO) algorithm helps for transferring the data by determining best
solutions to optimally select the aggregation points; thereby maximizing battery/
lifetime of the network nodes. The proposed method is evaluated with three stan-
dard approaches namely Knowledge and Intrusion Detection based Secure Atom
Search Routing (KIDSASR), Risk-aware Reputation-based Trust (RaRTrust)
model and Activation Function-based Trusted Neighbor Selection (AF-TNS) in
terms of various parameters. These existing methods may lead to wastage of
energy due to vampire attack, which further reduce the lifetime and increase aver-
age energy consumed in the network. Hence, the proposed DERNNet method
achieves 31.4% of routing overhead, 23% of end-to-end delay, 78.6% of energy
efficiency, 94.8% of throughput, 28.2% of average latency, 92.4% of packet
delivery ratio, 85.2% of network lifetime, and 94.3% of classification accuracy.

Keywords: Wireless sensor network; vampire nodes; lifetime; optimal routing;
energy; encryption; decryption; trust value; optimization

1 Introduction

Network is a collection of interconnected nodes developed for a special purpose. Based on the medium
used for communication, network is categorized as either wired or wireless. A wireless sensor network
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(WSN) is a successor of wireless network emerged with different kinds of interconnected sensors [1]. These
sensor nodes are related to each other using peer to peer or clustering structure. The former provides equal
rights for every network node with open connection priority. The latter provides well planned
interconnectivity and assigns a node specifically for controlling nodes in specific area [2]. This specific
node is termed as base station (BS).

The nodes in the network are generally strong and have the ability to combine data and route the data
back to BS [3]. Mostly, sensors contain four components namely a sensing, processing, power and
transceiver units. Moreover, based on the application few additional components like a system to find the
location, mobilize and power generator are used. Military applications motivated to develop a WSN for
battlefield surveillance; but nowadays these networks are employed in different consumer and industrial
applications [4]. These monitor the conditions of the environment, performance of the industry, and troop
deployment particularly for naming some applications. WSN plays a crucial role in people lives today
and even in organizations; thus faults are less.

A critical property of these networks is high availability which must be efficient even under malicious
situation [5]. In particular, WSN is vulnerable to denial of service (DoS) attacks and thus several researches
are carried out to improve survivability [6]. In the network, attacks are prevented on short term availability
but not with long-term availability. Battery of the nodes gets exhausted completely due to DoS attack [7].
When considering battery a resource, this is the resource depletion attack. Even though protocols are
designed to provide security, they are weak to provide protection against Vampire attacks [8]. Those
assaults are not unique to any routing protocol and hence are not based on standard design concepts or
execution flaws, but rather on common protocol aspects such as link-state, distance vector, source
routing, geographic and beacon routing [9]. Those assaults do not rely on flooding a wide network;
instead, they send only a small amount of data, resulting in the greatest energy loss, preventing a rate
controlling approach [10]. As Vampire attacks utilize protocol-compliant messages, detecting and
preventing these attacks are difficult. This paper focuses on contributing the following,

� The malicious activity in the network is detected by using Dual Crypto Recurrent Neural network, that
is adapted to transformation of data and obtain a relatively reliable trust value irrespective of the data
exchange.

� Selection of optimal route using Grey wolf optimization algorithm with the formation of maximization
fitness function with objectives like node energy, distance, density and delay within the cluster.

This paper is presented as: Section 1 describes the background of vampire attacks in WSNs and the role
of optimization algorithms for conserving energy. In Section 2, the literature for securable and optimal
routing in WSN is explained. Section 3 explains the proposed neural network for classifying the vampire
nodes and optimal path construction using Grey Wolf Optimization algorithm. In Section 4, the
experimental analysis is given with graphs by comparing with three standard methods. Finally, the paper
ends with Section 5 presenting conclusion and future enhancing work.

2 Related Works

In [11], fault tolerance was integrated with secured routing mechanism which was termed as fault tolerant
secured routing. FASRI, an integrated approach established secured routes from source to destination even
when node conditions are faulty. Battery power and interference models helped in identifying the faulty
nodes. Non-compromised trustworthy nodes are identified from fault-free nodes using agent-based trust
model. At last, through non-compromised fault-free nodes, data are routed securely. In [12], Secure Atom
Search Routing (SASR) method was introduced which is based on the KIDSASR (Knowledge and
Intrusion Detection based Secure Atom Search Routing) protocol. This protocol offered best solutions for
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global optimization problems based on the interaction force and constraints of atoms. By balancing exploitation
and exploration properly, the performance of SASR was enhanced. Moreover, there was a reduction in
computational complexity and improvement in network lifetime.

In [13], an energy-efficient multipath routing (EEMR) protocol was developed which determined the
optimum path using multi-objective lion optimization algorithm and the energy consumed was very less.
The main focus was on satisfying the quality requirements like throughput, delay, packet loss and
delivery ratio, energy consumption and latency. In [14], multidimensional scaling-map (MDS-MAP)
optimal routing approach measured the trust model through fuzzy logic. In [15], energy aware trust based
secure routing protocol was designed where the evaluated trust score was used for effectively identifying
the malicious users and spatio-temporal constraints along with decision tree approach was used to select
the optimal route. In [16], a novel Risk-aware Reputation-based Trust (RaRTrust) framework was
developed which used reputation and risk for estimating the reliability of a network node. Risk evaluation
dealt with spoiling of nodes making RaRTrust model robust to on-off attack while the other trust models
focused on reputation alone. In [17], an activation function-based trusted neighbor selection (AF-TNS)
was introduced to improve the security for resource-constrained WSNs. This operates under two phases
namely trust evaluation with energy constraint and node evaluation based on additive metrics for
maintaining the reliability of the neighboring nodes. The complex process of decision-making was
simplified by using random transigmoid function and trusted and un-trusted node was distinguished to
maintain the performance of the network. In [18,19] suggested a bio-inspired and trust-oriented cluster
head selection strategy for WSN. The Bat Optimization Algorithm (BOA) is being used to pick the
cluster heads depending on 3 variables: transmission power, reference value, and the number of clusters.
A trust model is developed and then used to calculate a degree of trust for every node. The suggested
framework is energy saving, according to numerical simulations.

In [20] a Semi-Markov method is adopted by combined energy and trust evaluation prediction scheme
dubbed high fractal durability criterion cluster formation for improved lifespan. It outperforms the cluster
head election methods by increasing network lifetime and lowering energy usage by 28% and 34%,
respectively. In [21], a layer-by-layer taxonomy of security attacks is explored, as well as possible
mitigation strategies were comprehended about the assaults and their severity.

By analyzing the above literatures, some of the problems are identified. The multi attribute algorithm is
based on the instances where any node may belong to any instance providing it seems or forward instance
associated with traffic. Thus, the nodes must be active when assigned to traffic and to the other participating
instances. In particular, the first one reduces the overall network performance as node density is reduced.
Moreover, it may leads to wastage of energy due to vampire attack, which further reduce the lifetime and
increase average energy consumed in the network. The aforementioned shortcomings of the literature
motivated the formulation of the proposed DERNNet method discussed in the forthcoming section.

3 System Model

The wireless sensor network is constructed in adhoc, manner where the cluster is formed and the cluster
head is selected. Fig. 1 shows the system model for secure and optimal data transmission in WSNs where the
vampire activity in the network is detected by assigning trust value. Then, DERNNet is constructed for
classifying the vampire nodes in the network. Then, the optimal route is selected using Grey Wolf
optimization algorithm. As a result, the data is transmitted using to base station in a secured way.
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3.1 Cluster Formation and Cluster Head Selection

Cluster head selection is a tentative process with Energy Based Timer (EBT) and Trust Value (TV) as
shown in Fig. 2. Tentative Cluster Heads are randomly selected based on their residual energy using with
Energy Based Timer (EBT) and Trust Value (TV). A node is assigned a timer for selecting Tentative
Cluster Head (TCH) and TV is calculated based on the overall TV of the node. Energy of nodes are
termed as the timer for the cluster heads. Node with highest TV and energy is selected as TCH.
Moreover, finally CH selection depends on competition range, headcount and node degree.

3.2 TCH Selection Based on EBT

Based on the energy of nodes, a timer is assigned to the nodes. The assigned waiting time is based on the
node’s energy which follows two conditions namely less waiting time is assigned to the highest energy node
and vice voce. The node whose timer value expires first is chosen as TCH. The node with higher energy is the
next TCH as time assigned to it is less. Highest energy helps for better lifetime. Hence, the node having

Figure 1: System model for secure and optimal data transmission in wireless sensor networks

Figure 2: Block diagram for cluster head selection
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highest energy for transmission becomes CH. This timer based on energy is described as follows: Assume
that there exists k neighbors for node i,and for neighbor nodes, average energy value is calculated by every
node: Si ¼ i1; i2; i3; . . . in . . . ik;

� �
and in is the nth neighbor node [22]. The average energy of node i is

given as shown in Eq. (1):

AverageEnergyðiÞ ¼ 1

k

� Xk

n¼1
EnergyðinÞk > 0; k ¼ 0 (1)

TCH is selected using Energy based timer [23]. For any node with ID Si, waiting time based on energy is
given as shown in Eq. (2):

WaitTimeðSiÞ ¼ AvgEnergyofsiNeighbornode

Energyofsi
(2)

It is evident from Eq. (2) that waiting time decreases with increase in node energy. The highest energy
node is said to be TCH which forwards message in its range and other nodes get rids from CH selection
process once this message is arrived. TCH is chosen based on distance, total energy (Etotal) and TV.
Based on the parameters of TCH selection process, the maximal and minimal node distance is determined
in every round. Due to malicious activity in network we need to change the CH. Hence, it is a tentative
process. The maximum wait time is 10 s in this case.

3.3 Trust Value Based TCH Selection

Trust Value (TV) helps is detecting the behavior of node, its quality as well as services. Moreover, it is
involved in data aggregation, reconfiguration and routing as well as supports in evaluating the reliability of
nodes. TV plays a role in collecting data and monitoring various node events. TV along with EBT is used
select TCH for optimizing the efficiency of best CH selection. Trust value of nodes is computed using
Eq. (3) [24]. In this case, approximately 20 packets are considered for calculating the thrust value.

TrustValueðTV Þnodes ¼
NFD

NREC
(3)

where NFD and NREC denote the number of packets forwarded and received respectively. TV for an
individual node is calculated and the highest TV node is chosen as TCH which is followed by final CH
selection process. Finally, TV and EBT provides the outcome of TCH selection process. The threshold
value for the thrust Value is 35 s. As energy efficiency is important for selecting better cluster head TCH
is selected based on EBT.

3.4 Detection of Vampire Attack

The vampire attack in a network is detected by fixing trust value among cluster head nodes. The trust
value is updated as shown in Fig. 3.

With the degree of the direct interaction of the current node with sink node, sink is considered as the base
station of opportunistic network model. The communication range for a sink is the entire network. The node
forwards messages to the sink. When the direct interaction between node and sink is more, the contact value
is high as shown in Eq. (4):

VC ¼ Cs

C
(4)

Here VC is contact value, Cs denotes the contact frequency of the node with sink and C is the contact
frequency of current node with every network node in running time. The range of contact frequency is
315 MHz Location value is the degree of position relationship between node and sink. The handheld device
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nodes behave as a human.When node distance to sink is smaller, node partially moves to sink, the probability is
greater with sink [25] and there is an increase in the transmission probability as shown in Eq. (5):

VL ¼ Cp

Rp
(5)

where VL is the Location value, Cp is the number of packages transferred by node, Rp indicates the packets
received by the node from other nodes

Figure 3: Block diagram for trust value based vampire attack detection

3.5 Classification of Vampire Nodes Using Dual Crypto Recurrent Neural Network

DERNNet incorporates the concept of the weighted-importance of incoming significant sequence to the
single attention encryption-decryption architecture, as shown in Fig. 4. The inputting attention technique is
utilized in the encryption phase to recursively determine the significance for each component xk t at each
time step t [26]. As indicated in Eq. (6), the encoding process is modified:

encryptionstage : ht ¼ f 1ðxt; ht � 1Þ (6)

Thus illustrated in Eq. (7), every original element is changed into a weighted one:

xt ¼ ða1tx1t; a2tx2t; a3tx3t…antxntÞT (7)

In all time steps, the attention weight akt is defined by the hidden state ht−1 and then the whole kth

relevant series xk ¼ xk1; xk2; : : : ; xkT½ �. Inside the secondary attention model, a fully linked network
and a softmax normalization are used, as illustrated in Eqs. (8) and (9):

ekt ¼ vTe tanhðWe½ht � 1; xk�Þ; 1 � k � n (8)

and

atk ¼ e�xt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n� 1

p
(9)

where in ht � 1 is the encoder’s hidden state, and ve ≤ R and We ≤ RT(m+T)are trainable attributes that are
shared across all relevant sequences xk. ht holds the strongly encrypted information of xt together with input
information from another time step xi, wherein i ¼ t, using the attention technique described previously. In
layer m, the output of neuron i could be seen in Eq. (10):

I ðmÞi ¼ fReLuðbðmiÞ þ
X

i I ðm�1Þ
j W ðm;iÞ

j (10)
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W m;ið Þ and b m;ið Þ are the variables of neuron i in layer m, respectively, and the total amount over j is the
summation of all input components. The activation function fReLu :ð Þ is a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) with f
fReLu að Þ ¼ max 0; að Þ. This activation function has indeed been extensively employed in a variety of areas,
and it is thought to be especially useful in classification problems since the sparsity it causes in the
outputs aids in different classes throughout learning. The output layer receives its input from the last fully
connected layer. The output layer’s structure and appearance are determined by the task at hand. We’ll
look at two diverse kinds of output functions in this section. The softmax is a typical output function in
classification tasks with K groups, as demonstrated in Eqs. (11) and (12):

fi ¼ expðIið0ÞÞP
j expðI ð0Þj Þ

(11)

I ð0Þi ¼ bðo;iÞ þ
X

k
k¼1W

ðo;iÞ
k I ðNÞ

k (12)

N is the final fully connected layer’s index, b o;ið Þ andW o;ið Þ are the ith output unit’s variables, and fie 0; 1½ �
is the outcome for class i which can be understood as the probabilities of such a class given the inputs [27]. A
version on the logistic output function is also considered, as indicated in Eq. (13):

f ¼ aþ ðb� aÞð1þ expðbð0Þ þ
X

jW
ð0Þ
j I ðNÞ

j Þ�1 (13)

With variables b oð Þand W oð Þ, this produces a continuous output f that is constrained to reside in the
interval a; bð Þ: This would be referred to as the scaled logistic output function. This output function may
be predicted to perform much better while addressing a ranking-type multi-class classification task like
forecasting the degree. That is the output of the network can be predicted by adopting ranking method
with classification task. The formula for the decryption procedure is presented in Eq. (14):

Figure 4: Vampire node classification with enhancing encryption/decryption using, DERNNet
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Decrptionstage : dt ¼ f 2ðct; yt; dt � 1Þ (14)

The main benefit of utilising a Long Short Term Memory unit is that one can avoid diminishing
inequalities and better capture long-term time series dependencies. Because lengthy time delays are
common when thickening systems change, this benefit is especially valuable for thickener system
prediction. Ultimately, encryption and decryption mechanisms convert the original y and x input sequence
into high-dimensional data. As stated in Eq. (15), the feature visualization in the last time step T [28] and
generate a positive yT+1:

yT þ 1 ¼ Fðy1; y2;…yT ; x1; x2…xT ; z1; z2…zTÞ (15)

To create a final prediction result, a single hidden layer neural network with trainable input neurons
Wy; bwð Þ and hidden units vy; bvð Þ is being used. From the standpoint of multi-level data augmentation,
the use of cT in the final prediction step might be addressed. Since cT is the weighted sum of
h1; h2; : : : ; hTÞ; it contains all of the encoder module’s hidden message. Each skipping link, like res-
block or dense-block, has a similar meaning in maintaining the gradient ranges.

3.6 Securable Data Preparation

Only one person has access to the private key, but the public key is shared with all participants in the
operation. The mathematical model can be provided as follows,

Y 2 ¼ X 3 þ aX þ b (16)

In Which,

4a3 þ 27b2 6¼ 0 (17)

Here a; bð Þ is a quantity that changes according to the elliptic curve. For distinct characteristics, we
employ different elliptic curves a; bð Þ: The public key is obtained by multiplied the private key by the
Generator Gð Þ on the curvature, and the public key is possibly the curve’s point. The public key Pð Þ is
calculated by the following equation assuming “e” is a secret key:

P ¼ e � G (18)

Elliptic Curve Key Pair Generation uses regional variables P; a; b;G; n; hð Þ over finite fields Fpð Þ as
input variables, and thus the key pair are created by such. The procedure for obtaining a node’s public
and private keys from the Certifying Authority is broken down into four steps.

1. Assume that a node “R1” sends an encrypted REQ_MESSAGE to the certifying authority for a private key.
The REQ_MESSAGE is encrypted using the certifying authority’s public key, and then it comprises the ID
of “C,” the ID of the node (R1), region variables for the Elliptic Curve (EC), as well as a time and date.

EkCA½IDcjjIDR1jjðP; a; b;G; n; hÞjjR1� (19)

2. The CA transmit private key (PRC) to the node ‘R1’ in encryption form with its proper ID

EkCA½IDcjjdc� (20)

3. The node “R1” sends a REQ_MESSAGE to the certifying authority for the generator (GEN), which
includes the ID of “C” as well as a time stamp that is encrypted with “C’s” private key.

EdA½IDCjjR2� (21)
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4. The CAwill now transmit the Generator (GEN) to node “R1” along with C’s ID and a time stamped
encrypted with C’s private key.

EdA½IDCjjR2jjG� (22)

5. Node “R1” now has both a private key (dA) and a generator (GEN) to generate his own public key
(QA).

Qc ¼ dc � GEN (23)

Likewise, node “R2” receives its public and private keys from the Certifying Authority, resulting in both
nodes “R1” and “R2” having a private and public key at the completion of the registration stage.

3.7 Selection of Optimal Route Using Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) Algorithm

A nomenclature of symbols with the definitions used in Grey wolf optimization algorithm is presented
in Tab. 1.

GWO starts to search using a group of wolves which are scattered randomly in search space finding
prey [27]. Location of every grey wolf is represented as a vector as given in Eq. (24) where n denotes
search space size.

X 0 ¼ fx½1�; x½2�; x½3�…x½n�g (24)

During GWO (hunting), iteration of every wolf is determined. Wolf with top 3 fitness values are termed
as α, β, and δ while the position of other wolves (ω) is updated based on α, β, and δ. In order to search for
optimal solution (prey), the operation performed by GWO falls under two steps namely encircling and
hunting the prey.

a) Encircling: From the numerous path the selection has to be done by proper fitness function of
humpback whale. This is followed by updating the operator at each location using below Eqs.
(25) and (26)

Table 1: Symbols with definitions

Symbols Definitions

X Grey wolf

n Size of the search space

I Iteration

α, β, and δ Fitness values

t Reputation state

A Coordination vector

Fitnessmax Multi-objective fitness function

D(t) Delay from sensor nodes

Dnorm Normalized delay

T (t) Traffic rate

Z(t) Cluster density
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UpD ¼ A:BestwðtÞ � dðtÞ (25)

Dðt þ 1Þ ¼ dðbestÞðtÞ � AUpD (26)

where t is the reputation state, A is the coordination vector, d is the position of each packet and its vector is w.
The convolutional vector is calibration is given as U’ = 2u.r’ − b and V’ = 2.r’ where, u is the repeated
sequence and a is the linear product

b) Hunting: once the encircling is done, hunting start with the coordination of location factor with
manipulation range. As a result, the searching is done; the globalized search factor has to be
found with the notation of numerical factor. Thus, the updated positions of α, β, and δ namely Dα,
Dβ, and Dδ are calculated and saved as given in Eqs. (27)–(29):

Da ¼ jC1:Xa� Xwij (27)

Db ¼ jC2:Xb� Xwij (28)

Dd ¼ jC2:Xd� Xwij (29)

Here XWi,Xα,Xβ andXδ are the position of wolves Wi, α, β, and δ respectively. The final positions of a
wolf (X1’, X2’, X3’) for the current iterations are computed as shown in Eqs. (30)–(32):

X1 ¼ Xa� A1:Da (30)

X2 ¼ Xb� A2:Db (31)

X3 ¼ Xd� A3:Db (32)

X (t + 1)is computed as per Eq. (33). Finally, the position of wolf is updated based on the optimal
solutions of α, β and δ

X ðt þ 1Þ0 ¼ ðX10 þ X20 þ X30Þ=3 (33)

3.8 Multi-Objective Fitness Function

Multi-objective Fitness function is given as shown in Eq. (34):

Fitnessmax ¼ f½1þ DðtÞ
Dnorm

� þ ½1� MðtÞ
X � A � N

� þ ½cðtÞ� þ ½1� TðtÞ� þ ½1� zðtÞ�g (34)

Here D(t) and Dnorm indicates nodes delay and normalized network delay correspondingly. M(t) is the
remoteness from node to CH and X and A represent total cluster nodes and total CHs respectively. N
represents the total network nodes. The energy of CHs is represented by C(t). T(t) and Z(t) are indeed the
cluster node transmission rate and cluster population, correspondingly.

Delay: The whole time required by the network to send data is referred to as latency. The component
chosen as CH must have a shorter latency. Latency is determined by the network node Expected
Transmission Count (ETC), propagation delay, and internet backbone transmission. In WSN, delay is
estimated as shown in Eq. (35):

DelayDðtÞ ¼
X

N
i¼1LiðtÞðaþ biÞ (35)

Here Li(t) stands for ETC at time t for node i, α is the transmission delay in the network and βi
propagation delay of node i. ETC depends on the packet transmitted and received at time for node i
denoted as Fi(t) and Ri(t). ETC for node I is given as in Eq. (36):
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LiðtÞ ¼ 1

FiðtÞ � RiðtÞ (36)

Distance is the space between nodes which must be very less for effective communication. The node
distance is given as shown in Eq. (37):

Dis tan ce;MðtÞ ¼
X

A
j¼1

X
N
i¼1jjSi � Hjjj; (37)

Energy: Node having the highest energy is chosen as CH. Energy is computed as in Eq. (38):

Energy;CðtÞ ¼ 1

A

X
N
i¼1Ctþ1ðHjÞ (38)

Ct+1(Hj) denotes the current energy of CH, which is calculated as Ctþ1 Hj

� � ¼ CtðHjÞ � CdissipationðHjÞ,
where Ct (Hj) denotes CH’s energy at time t and CdissipationðHjÞ denotes CH’s dissipating energy.

The power consumed by the sensor nodes varies with the environment placed. During route construction
phase, the optimal shortest route is determined which is used for data transmission [28]. For transmitting
every data bit, network is aware of the energy level. Every network node receives D_REQ (data request)
from base station and then respond with data reply D_REP. Once D_REQ is received, some procedures
are followed. The message is authorized by the node with a unique shared key and when matched the
packet is accepted. This key is used by the node throughout for connecting with base station. When the
source and destination is same node, then data is not transmitted. The message is rebroadcasted to
neighboring list when the source and destination are not identical. Based on the previous stage, once data
are collected from every network node, optimum path is chosen by the base station and then the route
request is sent. This message is then acknowledged by the node and while data reply when the security
key does not match, Error Packet (E_RRP) is sent [29].

4 Experimental Analysis

The experimental result is carried out using the parameters such as, Packet delivery ratio, Network
lifetime, Routing overhead, End to end delay, Energy efficiency, Throughput, Average latency and
Classification accuracy. These parameters are compared with three standard approaches namely
Knowledge and Intrusion Detection based Secure Atom Search Routing (KIDSASR), Risk-aware
Reputation-based Trust (RaRTrust) model and Activation Function-based Trusted Neighbor Selection
(AF-TNS) with the proposed Dual Encoding Recurrent Neural network (DERNNet). The simulation setup
is shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Simulation Setup

Parameters Values

Amount of nodes that are normal 500

The estimated number of vampire nodes 100

Number of sink 1

Simulation area 1000 * 1000 m

Packet size 300 KB

Transmission rate 200 KB

Communication range 30 m
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� Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)-As indicated in Eq. (39), it should be the maximum ratio of total
packets successfully retrieved (R) to total packets actually sent (S):

PDR ¼
X

N
0

R

S
(39)

Fig. 5 illustrates the comparison of packet delivery ratio between existing KIDSASR, RaR Trust, AF-
TNS methods and proposed DERNNet method where the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are
plotted in X axis and the packet delivery ratio values obtained in percentage are plotted in Y axis. When
compared, existing KIDSASR, RaR Trust, AF-TNS methods achieve 81%, 85.2% and 89.4% while the
proposed DERNNet method achieves 92.4% which is 11.4% better than KIDSASR, 7.2% better than
RaR Trust and 3% better than AF-TNS.

� Network lifetime (NL) is the highest time of all network nodes remaining alive till the energy of one
or more nodes gets drained. The formula is given as shown in Eq. (40):

NL ¼
X

T
T¼1Etxðk; dÞ þ

X
r
r¼1ErxðkÞ (40)

where, Etx k; dð Þ is the transmitted energy betweennode k and d, Erx kð Þ is the remaining energy at the
destination side x kð Þ.

Fig. 6 illustrates the comparison of network lifetime between existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS
methods and proposed DERNNet method where the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are
plotted in X axis and the network lifetime values obtained in percentage are plotted in Y axis. When
compared, existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods achieve 75%, 78.4% and 82% while the
proposed DERNNet method achieves 85.2% which is 10.2% better than KIDSASR, 6.8% better than
RaRTrust and 3.2% better than AF-TNS. The number of vampire nodes is limited to 100 because the
expected results may slow down due to less computational speed. In future if the computational speed is
improved it may be scaled up for better results.

Figure 5: Comparison of packet delivery ratio
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� Routing overhead (RO) may be considered as the quantity of routing packets sent for maintenance
and also for route discovery which is given as shown in Eq. (41).

RO ¼ H

P
(41)

where, H is counted once per hop and P is total number of routing packets. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of
routing overhead between existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods and proposed DERNNet method
where the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are plotted in X axis and the routing overhead values
obtained in percentage are plotted in Y axis. When compared, existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS
methods achieve 45.2%, 40.2% and 35.4% while the proposed DERNNet method achieves 31.4% which
is 13.8% better than KIDSASR, 8.8% better than RaRTrust and 4% better than AF-TNS.

� End-to end delay is the time taken for packet transmission from source to sink in a network.

Fig. 8 illustrates the comparison of end to end delay for existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS
methods and proposed DERNNet method where the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are
plotted in X axis and theend to end delay values obtained in percentage are plotted in Y axis. When
compared, existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNSmethodsachieve 45.2%, 38.8% and 32% while the

Figure 6: Comparison of network lifetime

Figure 7: Comparison of routing overhead
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proposed DERNNet method achieves 23% which is 22.2% better than KIDSASR, 15.8% better than
RaRTrust and 9% better than AF-TNS.

� Energy efficiency is the ration of energy obtained to the initial energy i.e ratio of output and input
energy, which is given as shown in Eq. (42):

E ¼ Wout

Win
� 100 (42)

Fig. 9 shows the comparison of energy efficiency between existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS
methods and proposed DERNNet method where the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are
plotted in X axis and the energy efficiency values obtained in percentage are plotted in Y axis. When
compared, existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods achieve 70%, 72.8% and 74.2% while the
proposed DERNNet method achieves 78.6% which is 8.6% better than KIDSASR, 6.2% better than
RaRTrust and 4.2% better than AF-TNS.

� Throughput is the rate of data flow through a channel used for communication, i.e., bits or packets
delivered successfully over a channel in the network.

Figure 8: Comparison of end to end delay

Figure 9: Comparison of energy efficiency
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Throughputðbits= secÞ ¼
X ðnÞ � ðavgÞ

T
(43)

where, n = number of successful packets, Avg = average packet size, T = Total time spent in delivering the
data. Fig. 10 illustrates the comparison of throughput for existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods
and proposed DERNNet method where the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are plotted in X axis
and the throughput values obtained in percentage are plotted in Yaxis. When compared, existing KIDSASR,
RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods achieve 86.2%, 88.2% and 92.6% while the proposed DERNNet method
achieves 94.8% which is 8.6% better than KIDSASR, 6.6% better than RaRTrust and 2.2% better
than AF-TNS.

� Average latency can be calculated between the packets depends on current location as to sink. For a
packet during transmission, the expected latency of delivering packet through allocated path Pmn is
given as shown in Eq. (44),

Pmn ¼ Pmn þ
X

jNðnÞðPnj� DnjÞ (44)

where, Pmn is data delivery delay, Pnj is probability that packet is forwarded through allocated path, N(n) is
number of neighbor channel, Dnj is distance between two path. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of average
latency between existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods and proposed DERNNet method where
the number of vampire nodes used for analysis are plotted in X axis and theaverage latency values
obtained in percentage are plotted in Y axis. When compared, existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS
methods achieve 44.4%, 39% and 36.4% while the proposed DERNNet method achieves 28.2% which is
16.2% better than KIDSASR, 10.8% better than RaRTrust and 8.2% better than AF-TNS.

Tab. 3 shows the comparison of classification accuracy between existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS
methods and proposed DERNNet method.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of classification accuracy between existing existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust,
AF-TNS methods and proposed DERNNet method where X-axis indicates the number of epochs, Y-axis
indicates the number vampire nodes, and Z-axis shows classification accuracy values obtained in
percentage. As shown in Tab. 3, existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods achieves 80.82%,
88.38% and 85.22%, while the proposed DERNNet method achieves 95.34%, which is 15.52% better
KIDSASR, 7.04% better than RaRTrust and 10.12% better than AF-TNS. Tab. 4 shows the overall

Figure 10: Comparison of throughput
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comparative analysis between existing KIDSASR, RaRTrust, AF-TNS methods and proposed DERNNet
method. The lifetime of the network is 85.2% which is given in the following Tab. 4.

Figure 11: Comparison of average latency

Table 3: Comparison of classification accuracy

Number of vampire nodes KIDSASR RaRTrust AF-TNS DERNNet

20 79.1 80.5 81.7 91.9

40 78.2 81.4 84.5 94.4

60 81.1 82.8 85.3 95.7

80 82.4 84.4 86.5 96.3

100 83.3 87.8 88.1 98.4

Figure 12: Analysis of classification accuracy
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5 Conclusions

Wireless sensor networks quickly respond to malicious attacks particularly in military and defence
which are very sensitive area. Therefore, this work introduced a novel routing approach called DERNNet:
Dual Encoding Recurrent Neural network to secure from vampire attack and also provided shortest path
to transmit packets using Grey Wolf Optimization algorithms. From the results achieved, it is proved that
DERNNet method ensures 31.4% of routing overhead, 23% of end to end delay, 78.6% of energy
efficiency, 94.8% of throughput, 28.2% of average latency, 92.4% of packet delivery ratio, 85.2% of
network lifetime, and 94.3% of classification accuracy. Thus, the result reveals that the proposed model is
more efficient and highly reliable when compared to the existing approaches. In future, this method can
be enhanced and depth analysis can be made using different attacks like sleep deprivation and directional
antenna which offers denial of service.
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